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Comments in Response to the Office of the Federal Register’s Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking on Incorporation by Reference1


 
These comments are filed on behalf of a number of law professors and attorneys teaching


and/or practicing administrative law, and thus deeply concerned with proper public access to
governing law.  On February 28, 2012, some of the undersigned submitted a petition for
rulemaking to the Office of the Federal Register seeking changes in 1 C.F.R. Part 51.  On
October 2, 2013, the Office published a somewhat responsive proposal for rulemaking, to which
these comments are addressed.  While finding merit in some elements of the proposal, we have
concluded that it fails adequately to conform the Director’s exercise of his authority and
responsibilities to the requirements of  5 U.S.C. §552(a), 5 U.S.C. §553, and to the realities of
today’s information age.  


Mirroring the deficiencies of its 1982 regulations in this respect, not a word in the proposed
rule addresses what “reasonably available” – the sole statutory criterion for the Director’s
required approval or disapproval of incorporation – might be.   The proposal instead is, in effect,2


unlawfully to delegate this responsibility to the rulemaking agency.  The absent definition (and
consequent failure of responsibility) is underscored by Part 51's definition of a condition that is
not statutory – whether the matter incorporated is “usable”– in terms that reflect complete
indifference to the electronic age.  The continuing, unaltered content of its usability definition
requires that an incorporated standard be “bound, numbered, and organized.”  Continuing
concern with the physical size of the Federal Register and the physical form of an incorporated
standard is simply irrelevant when an approvable incorporation by reference can take the form
"To provide an acceptably safe nuclear reactor, operators must comply with the standards
publicly available on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission website at [URL]," physical copies of
which could be provided to OFR and kept in the agency’s own physical library.  Peradventure,
such a standard would be “reasonably available”; in the computer age, this should be the
preferred manner in which incorporations by reference are made.  That the Office has not even
proposed adding the E-Government and Electronic Freedom of Information Acts to Part 51's list
of relevant statutes underscores its remarkable, and wholly inappropriate, indifference to the fact
of the Information Age and the implications that the Internet has for the issue of reasonable
availability of governing law to the public, for the assurance of which OFR was created and is
alone responsible.  


The paragraphs following amplify these concerns with explanation and concrete proposals
for change.  They in many respects echo the comments we understand are also being filed in this
matter by the Section of Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice, but they also differ from
them in some respects.  In general, they do not significantly address the preamble to the
proposed rule as such; it is the concrete proposal itself on which we comment.  We note,
however, that other comments in the docket do persuasively address the preamble’s deficiencies,
such as OFR-2013-0021, the comments of Daniel Trebbien.  We should not be understood to


       78 Fed. Reg. 60,784 (Oct. 2, 2013).1


       Several other comments have reflected the same remarkable omission, e.g. OFR-2013-0001-0022 (National Association of2


Home Builders).
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accept any of the preambular justifications for rejecting elements of the proposal made in the
petition for rulemaking some of us filed.


In making these proposals, we have honored to the maximum extent we find consistent with
law


M The resource limitations of the Office of the Federal Register and its consequent need to
frame Part 51 in a manner that encourages agency understanding and compliance, and, by
directing agency submissions in a clear way, eases the Office’s tasks of enforcement.


M The resource limitations, as well, of agencies wishing to incorporate by reference into
their regulations  appropriate standards independently developed by recognized standards
development organizations.


M The importance to the American economy of standards development organizations, that
require a sustainable business model to continue their valuable contributions.


M The importance to the public under the law of full opportunity to participate in agency
rulemakings and to have regulatory obligations stated in terms adequate for their ready
understanding.


M The importance to agencies of being able to conduct rulemakings in full compliance with
the contemporary requirements of notice-and-comment rulemaking under the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §553.


M Finally, the importance to effective regulation of developing safeguards against the
continuance of incorporated standards as legal obligations long after they have been
displaced as industrial standards by the organizations responsible for their development –
indeed, after they may essentially have disappeared from view.


These considerations can be honored, we conclude, by adopting the formal stance towards
standards taken by the European Union and much of the rest of the developed world – that
incorporated standards do not create legal obligations, as such, but rather identify appropriate
means for achieving compliance with regulatory requirements that are independently and fully
stated in public law.  It is of questionable legality to continue to insist, as the proposal does, that,
in order to be incorporated, standards must be legal requirements while permitting them to be
hidden behind the wall of copyright.   It is of undoubted illegality to permit, as the proposal3


would, an incorporation by reference that is in itself a regulatory requirement, yet is not freely
available to the affected public; at most, if they are to be incorporated as mandatory
requirements, standards must be, as Part 51 now does require, “technical standards.”4


       The comments of the National Association of Home Builders, OFR-2013-0001-0022, point out that under ! C.F.R. 51.1(e),3


publication of an incorporation by reference “does not itself constitute an approval of the incorporation by reference,” raising the
troublesome question how a private party, facing an ostensible regulatory requirement incorporated by reference, can have any
assurance that the Director’s statutorily imposed responsibilities have been exercised.


       Compare Wisconsin Stat. Ann. §227.21(2)(a,b):4


“(a) ... [T]o avoid unnecessary expense an agency may, with the consent of the attorney general, adopt standards established
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I.  The most straightforward means of satisfying all the above considerations would be to
accept the incorporation by reference of guidance documents that are not legally
obligatory, and to limit incorporation by reference of legally obligatory standards to ones
that are made available on agency or standards development organization websites without
charge to the public.


A. 5 U.S.C. §552(a)(1) clearly permits incorporation by reference of guidance documents that
are not obligatory, and recognizing this would bring American practice into conformity with
practice in the European Union and many developed countries. 


Section 552(a)(1), permitting the incorporation by reference of “substantive rules of general
applicability adopted as authorized by law” – that is to say, legal requirements – also explicitly
permits the incorporation by reference of “statements of general policy or interpretations of
general applicability formulated and adopted by the agency” – that is to say, guidance documents
that are not legal requirements.  Part 51's current refusal to consider such incorporations, which
the notice of proposed rulemaking does not propose to change, is unprincipled and unjustified.  It
is also inconsistent with the actual past practice of the Office, which has printed in the Federal
Register and in the C.F.R. incorporations by reference of guidance matters.   5


Extending Part 51 to such incorporations would bring American practice into conformity
with that of the European Union and many developed nations.  The European Union’s
Regulation 1025/2012, generally addressing the issues of standardization, repeatedly identifies
standards developed by recognized standards development organizations as “technical
specification[s] ... with which compliance is not compulsory”  but compliance with which6


creates a presumption of compliance with the essential requirements of EU law or directives. 
National legislation elsewhere, similarly, often denies standards the force of law, characterizing


by technical societies and organizations of recognized national standing by incorporating the standards in its rules by
reference to the specific issue or issues of the publication in which they appear, without reproducing the standards in full. 


“(b) The attorney general shall consent to incorporation by reference only in a rule of limited public interest and in a case
where the incorporated standards are readily available in published form or are available on optical disk or in another
electronic format. ...”


These provisions  permit incorporating by reference only codes that are readily available from the outside promulgator, and that
are of limited public interest as determined by Wisconsin’s Attorney General – who, like OFR, has a responsibility to the public
to assure its access to their legal obligations.  Mirroring Europe’s approach, similar provisions in Part 51 would guarantee that
important regulatory material is freely available from public sources, and that less important material is readily available
elsewhere.


       E,g, 29 C.F.R. 1910 Subpart E, App. B; 29 C.F.R. Subpart Q, App. A.  As Sean Croston points out in his comments in this5


proceeding, ID OFR-2013-0001-0004, posted October 17, 2013, at p. 8, “Many agency guidance documents incorporate private
standards as examples of ways to satisfy binding regulatory requirements,” giving as an example an NRC guidance document  which
“endorses ASME NQA-1-1994, Part II, Subpart 2.1 as a generally acceptable standard” for “complying with the pertinent QA
requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.”  As he remarks. “agencies primarily choose to incorporate material because it is
a convenient referencing tool in both regulations and guidance documents, and allows them to avoid the work of copying often-
voluminous standards.”  Mr. Croston’s arguments are, generally, sound and persuasive, and we incorporate them herein by reference. 


       Ch. 1, Art. 2(1,2).6
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them as voluntary technical or quality specifications in relation to legal obligations
independently stated in public law.  7


The EU Regulation provides extensively for transparency and stakeholder participation.  8


Applicable in many respects to the national standardization bodies of member states as well as
European standardization organizations (CEN, CENELEC, ETSI), its extensive notice
requirements call, inter alia, for annual work programs revealing standards in development, the
consistency of national standards with harmonized (i.e., European) standards, and national
standards bodies’ interaction with those of other member states.  Special attention is given to the
need for broad participation in standardization activities, with explicit provision for European
financing to support participation by those representing small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), consumer organizations, and environmental and social stakeholders.  National bodies
are required, in particular, to “encourage and facilitate” the participation and access of SMEs, as
by (1) freeing them from any requirement of membership to participate, and permitting their
participation in standard development, either without cost or at special rates; (2) providing free
access to draft standards and to abstracts of adopted standards; and (3) providing reduced prices
for access to their full text.   While following similar internal procedures, American standards9


development organizations do not similarly support SME and public participation, thus
discrediting any argument that their procedures are an adequate substitute for APA notice-and-
comment rulemaking.  10


Incorporation by reference of guidance materials would have numerous desirable side-
effects. 


•  Since guidance can be properly given only within the framework of a properly developed
regulation, it would protect the integrity of public rulemaking by effectively requiring notice-
and-comment rulemaking to develop the regulatory constraints to which it referred,
corresponding to Europe’s mandatory “essential requirements.”  


• Since agencies may more easily change their guidance than their rules, it would permit
timely notice of revised standards that a rulemaking agency later finds capable of satisfying
its regulatory requirements.  As the record developed in response to the petition for
rulemaking amply demonstrates, standards incorporated by reference as requirements endure
for decades after revision of the voluntary consensus standards on which they were based –


       See, for example, ABOUT BSI, BSI GROUP, http://www.bsigroup.com/en-Gb/about-bsi (last visited Dec.12, 2013) and the7


comments filed by the British Standards Institute in response to OMB’s 2012 request for comments on possible revision of its Circular
A-119, Comment from Dr. Scott Steedman, BSI, OMB-2012-0003-0063 (June 1, 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov. 


       Ch. II, Arts. 3-78


       In general, articles 34 and 36 TFEU require prices that are “non-discriminatory and proportional,” A.R. Neerhof, Standardization9


in Construction Law: An Example of Successful Decentring of Regulatory Governance?, in A.L.B. Colombi Ciacchi and others, Law
& Governance - Beyond the Public-Private Law Divide? 139, 157 (2013).  


       OFR’s remarkable indifference to this reality is reflected in its determination that this rule would pose no issues inder the10


Regulatory Flexibility Act.  Even if charges were proper, agencies should be required to seek provision for special SME rates, 
corresponding to the European practice, to avoid the substantial impact small businesses in fact encounter.  See the comments of the
National Propane Gas Association, posted 12/31/2013, OFR-0001-0019, and n. 15 below.
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about two-thirds of the roughly 10,000 standards now incorporated as legal requirements are
two decades or more old, while standards are typically revised on three-to-five-year cycles.  11


• Since guidance materials are, by definition, not “law,” their incorporation would neither raise
the spectre of creating law that is subject to copyright, in violation of clear American
copyright law,  nor threaten the business model of standards development organizations. 12


The endurance of standards as law long after they have ceased to be voluntary consensus
standards has permitted some SDOs to charge higher prices for those old standards that are
law than for their contemporary ones that have not yet been made legal requirements  – a13


clear illustration of the impropriety of current practice, and no part of a proper SDO business
model.  


• Finally, permitting incorporation by reference of guidance documents – that is, permitting
agencies to publish in the Federal Register and then in the CFR their identification of
voluntary consensus standards that they have determined will permit compliance with their
regulations – would pose no different obligations on the Office of the Federal Register than it
currently faces.


B. The text of standards which are incorporated by reference as legal requirements should be
posted to agency or standards development organization websites permitting free public access.


The responsibility of the Office of the Federal Register in permitting incorporation by
reference is to assure that the incorporated matter remains “reasonably available to the class of
persons affected thereby.”  This “class of persons” is not simply those to whom the incorporated


       E.g., 29 U.S.C. §1910.110. Storage and handling of liquefied petroleum gases …11


(b)(3) Requirements for construction and original test of containers.


i) Containers used with systems embodied in paragraphs (d), (e), (g), and (h) of this section, except as provided in
paragraphs (e)(3)(iii) and (g)(2)(i) of this section, shall be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the Rules
for Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels, section VIII, Division 1, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1968 edition, which is incorporated by reference as specified in §1910.6.


(Emphasis added.)  ASME's two most recent versions of this standard were adopted in 2010 and 2013, respectively, reflecting its
three year cycle of revision, but the law still requires compliance with the 1968 standard – an obligation OSHA cannot change without
again engaging in notice-and-comment rulemaking.  Failures to comply with more recent standards, however much they may
contribute to improved safety, are thus irrelevant – giving employers no incentive to install safer equipment.  Were this incorporation
of the ASME standard one of guidance, the later versions of the standard could also be incorporated as guidance identifying conduct
sufficient to meet the requirements of the rather elaborately stated Section 1910.110, arming that incentive for new construction.


       See p. 7 within.12


       A visit to the website of the American Herbal Products Association, http://www.ahpa.org (last visited Dec. 12, 2013), has13


revealed that it charges $250 for stringently limited use access to the first (1992) edition of its Herbs of Commerce, which the FDA
incorporated by reference as creating the required  nomenclature in labeling herbs used in dietary supplements, 21 C.F.R.
§101.4(h)(2013), but only $99 for unrestricted access to its more contemporary second edition, “a must have” for anyone in the
business.  Since the first edition is no longer the applicable voluntary consensus standard, the $250 charge can only be regarded as
a charge for law.  Recent work by Emily Bremer, while asserting that this usage is an outlier, has nonetheless found within a limited
ambit of search several other examples of charges for incorporated standards that are no longer the effective voluntary consensus
standard, yet are higher than the market price of the voluntary standard. 
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matter is directed, the regulated.   (Even among the regulated, as comments filed in response to14


the petition for rulemaking made clear,  the small and medium sized enterprises the European15


regulation singles out for special treatment (as Part 51 does not) face substantial financial
obstacles to obtaining all standards relevant to their operations. )  It applies equally to persons16


living near high-pressure gas pipelines or nuclear power plants, who are affected by the safety of
those operations that may be controlled by incorporated SDO standards setting, for example,
permitted levels of corrosion or requirements for corrosion resistance.  Standards that can be
seen only at a price are not “reasonably available” to them as they pursue their legitimate
concerns to assure themselves that responsible agencies are adequately protecting their safety.


When first considered, the reference to reasonable availability was linked with a concern to
protect the size of the Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations, and Congress imagined
that the incorporated matter would be picked up and published by commercial publishers whose
works were widely distributed on a general subscription basis and could be freely viewed in
thousands of libraries across the country.   It expected, as well, that incorporation by reference17


would be used for technical matters, and not for defining the basic requirements that public
regulations would impose.  Congress’ expectations on enactment of the NTTAA were18


       For the Congress, this language necessarily required consideration of the “availability of the incorporated material to the14


public,” because “it is not intended that only a few persons having a special working knowledge of an agency’s activities be aware
of the location and scope of these materials.  Any member of the public must be able to familiarize himself with the [incorporated]
items….”  S. Rep. No. 88-1219 at 5 (1964) (emphases added). 


       E.g., NARA-12-0002-0145 (National Tank Truck Carriers, emphasizing the particular problem of purchasing standards not15


yet incorporated in order to comment on NPRMs, and remark also that small businesses “have no option but to purchase the material
at whatever price is set by the body which develops and copyrights the information. ... [W]e cite the need for many years for the tank
truck industry to purchase a full publication from the Compressed Gas Association just to find out what the definition of a ‘dent’ was.
... HM241 could impact up to 41,366 parties and ... there is no limit on how much the bodies could charge ... ”); NARA-12-0002-0147
(American Foundry Society; “$75 is not much for a standard, but a typical small manufacturer, including a foundry, may be subject
to as many as 1000 standards.  The ASTM foundry safety standard alone cross-references 35 other consensus standards and that is
just the tip of the iceberg ...”); NARA-12-0002-0153 (National Grain & Feed Ass’n, addressing an OSHA proposal to amend its grain
handling regulation associated with fires and explosions, 29 CFR 1910.272.   OSHA had issued an ANPRM suggesting that it would
deal replace existing  regulatory text by incorporating National Fire Protection Association Standard 61.  Yet, as NGFA observed,
“NFPA standards offer a far more complex, stringent protocol that may be adopted in whole or in part by industry participants,
voluntarily.  These guidelines play an important role as voluntary practices that can enhance safety efforts.   But they are entirely
inappropriate as a replacement for effective rulemaking ...A review and comparison of 1910.272 and NFPA 61 reveals that there are
more than 146 additional provisions addressing design, construction, and operation of affected grain handling facilities.  Neither the
NFPA technical commitee, nor any other NFPA committee, conducts [either] an economic impact study ... [or] consider the impact
of the feasibility or cost of its detailed recommendations on industry and small businesses, in particular. ... Only NFPA participants,
who are required to pay to play, have the ability to comment in the development of consensus standards.”) .


       We note as well the persuasive point made by the National Association of Home Builders, OFR-2013-0001–22, at p. 3, that16


permitting to be made legal obligatory standards that themselves refer to multiple other standards has the improper effect of also
converting into legal obligations SDO standards that have not been subjected to the Part 51 process – physical copies of which, for
example, are not required to be provided to OFR or maintained in an agency library, and so may not be available even in the deficient
manner for which Part 51 now provides.


        Those supporting the measure acknowledged the public’s need to know the law.   Its legislative history seems to have assumed17


that the incorporated material would not be copyrighted; but that the texts of standards made law by incorporation would be
“publicized in professional or specialized services, such as Commerce Clearing House, West publications, etc.”.   S. REP. NO. 88-
1219, at 4 (1964).  These publications are widely available in law libraries open to public use. 


       Id.:  “It is not intended that only a few persons having a special working knowledge of an agency’s activities be aware of the18


location and scope of these materials.  Any member of the public must be able to familiarize himself with the enumerated items .
. . by the use of the Federal Register, or the statutory standards mentioned above will not have been met.”   Building on this history,
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identical.   It was never imagined that standards converted into legal obligations by19


incorporation could be hidden behind a wall of copyright, with access to each individual
standard dependent on payment of a substantial sum to its owner and provided under restrictive
conditions of use.  


Today, the concern for the volume of the government’s printed documents has essentially
been eliminated by the fact of electronic agency (and government-wide) libraries.  At a time
when protecting the volume of printed federal documents is no longer a relevant consideration,
when agency websites are available to reproduce what need not be printed, there is little excuse
for permitting agencies to create legal obligations that are not available for reference on their
websites.  "To provide an acceptably safe nuclear reactor, operators must comply with the
standards available on the NRC website at [URL]" is an incorporation by reference, and it would
be “reasonably available.”  In the computer age, this is the sensible way in which to interpret the
provision.  Certainly, nothing in §552(a)(1) requires OFR to permit ""To provide an acceptably
safe nuclear reactor, operators must comply with ASME Standard XYZ of 2002," although this
use of such a standard, that would greatly reduce the number of printed pages in the Federal
Register and the CFR, is what it proposes to accept.  Nor does anything in §552(a)(1) prevent it
from accepting for publication in the Federal Register and the CFR, as it has in the past, "The
NRC has determined that nuclear power plant boilers built in accordance with ASME Standard
XYZ of 2002 will comply with its regulatory requirements as expressed in 10 C.F.R. §ABC."


American law is clear that law is not subject to copyright.  This has long been the position of
the United States Copyright Office.   It was reaffirmed by the Fifth Circuit en banc in its Veeck20


the Attorney General explained after the enactment of §552(a) that it required the public to be afforded extensive information about
the scope of incorporated material: “[M]aterial incorporated must be set forth substantially in its entirety . . .  and not merely
summarized or printed as a synopsis.”  The Attorney General’s Memorandum on the Public Information Section of the Administrative
Procedure Act (1967).


        Section 12(d)(1) of the NTTAA provides that “Except as provided in paragraph (3) of this subsection, all Federal agencies and19


departments shall use technical standards that are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies, using such technical
standards as a means to carry out policy objectives or activities determined by the agencies and departments.” (Emphasis supplied).
In offering the amendment that was adopted as NTTAA’s §12, Senator Rockefeller differentiated technical  standards from “private
sector attempts to set regulatory standards or requirements. For example, we do not intend for the Government to have to follow any
attempts by private standard bodies to set specific environmental regulations.” 142 CONG. REC. S1077 (daily ed. Feb. 7, 1996)
(statement of Sen. Rockefeller). The earliest Administrative Conference attention to voluntary consensus standards, in 1978,
recognized as well the preferability of standards “which specify nomenclature, basic reference units, or methods of measurement or
testing, and which are primarily empirical in their formulation.” ACUS Recommendation 78-4: Federal Agency Interaction with
Private Standard Setting Organizations in Health and Safety Regulation, 44 Fed. Reg. 1357, 1358 (Jan. 5, 1979).  


Subsequently, in explaining the 1998 revisions of A-119 OIRA Administrator Sally Katzen relied on the same history in
explaining the circular’s limited scope:


“35. A few commentators inquired whether the Circular applies to "regulatory standards." In response, the final Circular
distinguishes between a "technical standard," which may be referenced in a regulation, and a "regulatory standard," which
establishes overall regulatory goals or outcomes. The Act and the Circular apply to the former, but not to the latter. As described
in the legislative history, technical standards pertain to "products and processes, such as the size, strength, or technical
performance of a product, process or material" and as such may be incorporated into a regulation. [See 142 Cong. Rec. S1080
(daily ed. February 7, 1996) (Statement of Sen. Rockefeller.)] Neither the Act nor the Circular require any agency to use private
sector standards which would set regulatory standards or requirements.”63 Fed. Reg. at 8549.


       U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, COMPENDIUM II, COMPENDIUM OF COPYRIGHT OFFICE PRACTICES §206.01 (1984) [hereinafter20


COMPENDIUM II] (“Edicts of government, such as judicial opinions, administrative rulings, legislative enactments, public ordinances,
and similar official legal documents are not copyrightable for reasons of public policy.”); PAUL GOLDSTEIN, GOLDSTEIN ON
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decision,  which was careful to note that what could not be copyrighted was the law (in that case21


the SBCCI’s model housing code as adopted by two Texas towns). SBCCI retained a fully valid
copyright on its model code as such – it just could not prevent republication of a law that had
substantially adopted its terms.  When SBCCI sought certiorari in the Supreme Court of the
United States, the Court inquired of the Solicitor General (as it often does) the view of the
United States on legal question presented.  He informed the Court that in the view of the United
States,“[t]he court of appeals reached the correct result.”    Should a standard be incorporated by22


reference in a manner converting it into a legal obligation (a regulatory requirement rather than a
technical means of compliance with regulatory obligations that have been independently stated
in sufficient detail to satisfy the requirements of notice-and-comment rulemaking), its
conversion into law – to that extent and only to that extent  – requires provision for free public23


access to its terms in that form.24


When  the manner in which a standard is incorporated by reference converts it into a fixed
and directly enforceable legal obligation (rather than identifies it as guidance how one might
comply with regulatory requirements that are independently stated and whose violation will be
the issue in any enforcement proceeding), requiring that this standard be freely accessible on
agency or SDO websites would have the additional benefit of assuring reasonable availability
over time.   At present, OFR treats the determination of reasonable availability as relevant only
at the very moment of incorporation.  Although it is responsible for the Code of Federal
Regulations equally with the Federal Register, it has taken and proposes no steps to assure
reasonable availability of incorporated matter on publication of each edition of the CFR.  It
should do so. As comments filed in response to the petition for rulemaking demonstrate, about
two thirds of the roughly 10,000 standards now incorporated by reference into federal


COPYRIGHT §2.5.2 (3d ed. 2005 & Supp. 2013) (“[I]t is difficult to imagine an area of creative endeavor in which the copyright
incentive is needed less [than for standards generation].”).


       Veeck v. Southern Bldg. Code Cong. Int'l, 293 F.3d 791, 795-800 (5th Cir. 2002) (en banc). 21


       Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae, S. Bldg. Code Cong. Int’l, Inc. v. Veeck (2003) (No. 02-355), at 1, available at22


http://www.justice.gov/osg/briefs/2002/2pet/6invit/2002-0355.pet.ami.inv.pdf.


       In its more detailed argument, the government’s brief repeatedly distinguishes between the cases of standards transformed into23


general public law enforceable by sanction and standards that are referred to without such a consequence.  A standard incorporated
as guidance clearly would not fall within its acceptance of the Veeck decision, nor should it.  Similarly, only incorporated matter (i.e.,
text that has been converted into sanctionable regulatory obligation) would be reached, not the whole of a standard only part of which
may have been so treated.  Finally, it was important to Veeck and the amicus brief that what was ruled accessible to the public was
the text of the incorporated matter, and not (as such) its identity as an SDO’s standard; Veeck did not purport to be provisding copies
of the SBCCI Model Housing Code.  Agencies using incorporation by reference to place the text of regulatory obligations in their
electronic libraries, as should now be the preferred practice, should place only the text there, and not its identity as an SDO standard. 
In addition to opening the possibility of variation (see 63 F.R. 66237 (Dec. 1. 1998) explaining OSHA’s “extensive use” of an ASME
standard “not ... written with enforcement in mind” and containing “more detail than is necessary in an OSHA standard’), this practice
would undersccore that what is made public, as it must be, is the text creating a legal obligation, and not the standard as such.  An
SDO’s ability to protect its standard from private misappropriation would be little affected by this practice.


       This paragraph is well supported by many comments filed in response both to the petition for rulemaking and to this notice of24


proposed rulemaking, particularly including those filed by the Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice Section of the American
Bar Association, and by  PublicResource.org and posted Nov. 21, 2013, ID OFR-2013-0001-0012 at pp. 2-4, which arguments are
hereby incorporated by reference.  
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regulations as legal obligations are two decades or more old.   The print copies filed with OFR25


and held by the agencies may no longer be retrievable; the standards have been long displaced in
SDO libraries by revisions occurring on regular intervals of three to five years.  The Federal
Register was established to end the phenomenon of secret law, but OFR’s indifference to the
continuance of reasonable availability over time has permitted it to recur.  A requirement of
posting to agency websites would eliminate this concern and reflect the realities of the electronic
age.  Posting to SDO websites should also be acceptable, so long as, with each new edition of the
CFR, the agency is able to certify that the standard remains accessible there.   Indifference to26


the continued availability of regulatory requirements is not acceptable practice by the one federal
agency charged with assuring the public availability of regulatory obligations.


II.  The Office of Federal Register lacks legal authority to permit the incorporation by
reference of SDO standards whose essential requirements are not conveyed by the
regulation incorporating them, with the result that the gist of the legal obligations imposed
cannot be known from the text of the agency’s published and public documents. 


A particularly disturbing element of the rulemaking proposal would eliminate the current
requirement of Part 51 that an SDO’s standard, to be incorporated by reference, must be a
“technical standard,” supplementary to a regulation whose obligations are directly stated in terms
the public can readily understand.  It will now be sufficient, the proposal provides, if
incorporation will reduce the number of pages printed in the Federal Register.  But in the age of
electronic libraries, this is a trivial condition.  The text of regulations can appropriately be
distributed between an agency’s physical and electronic documents without significantly
impairing citizen access to law.  That agencies may wish to allocate more words to their
electronic libraries than to the printed Federal Register or CFR, at a time of diminished fiscal
resources, might be motivated by the simple wish to reduce the number of physical pages for
whose publication they must pay.


The proposed change, however, would permit private standards to be incorporated by
reference when the regulation incorporating them itself lacked adequate definition of regulatory
obligations, since doing that, too, would save printed pages in the Federal Register.  That is to
say, it would permit the publication of regulations that in themselves were insufficient to inform
the public what the law was; regulatory requirements and violations could be determined only if
one knew the contents of the incorporated standard.  Permitting such a result would repudiate the
most fundamental commitments for which the Federal Register was created.  In the second


       See Comment from Carl Malamud, NARA-12-0002-0043, at 11 (Mar. 20, 2012), http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDe-25


tail;D=NARA-12-0002-0043 (“Of the 9,486 Regulatory Incorporations registered by the National Institute of Standards, 6,194 of
the Incorporations are for standards from 1995 or earlier.”). Poster children for this problem are a Coast Guard regulation dating from
1941, 46 C.F.R. §160.041-4(b) (2012), requiring first aid kits to contain one-hundred tablets of phenacetin (a painkiller that is
internationally recognized as a carcinogen and cause of kidney failure) and a PHMSA regulation, 49 C.F.R. §173.32(c)(4) (2012),
incorporating a 1943 standard for unfired pressure vessels. Comment from Carl Malamud, Public.Resource.org, NARA-12-0002-
0106, at 2 (Apr. 9, 2012), http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=NARA-12-0002-0106 (“Not only are such old standards
unsafe, they are impossible to procure.”).


       Mr. Croston, n. 5 above, argues that OFR approval may properly be contingent, and we strongly urge careful consideration of26


this important argument.  Given the demonstrable endurance of many standards converted into legal obligations by incorporation,
and the resulting difficulty that may result in learning their contents, a test applicable only at the moment of incorporation ignores
OFR’s overriding responsibility for assuring the accessibility of American law.
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element of its comments already filed,  Public Resource.Org eloquently recalls the “aim of the27


Federal Register ... to take a disparate and increasingly unruly and inaccessible body of federal
rules and aggregate them so citizens could better know, understand, and comply with the law,”
and Erwin Griswold’s catalyzing argument that 


“No search of the statutes can be complete until the applicable executive pronouncements
have been examined. When the legal effect of a statute depends on an administrative
ruling, the order bringing the statute to life or tolling its existence should be as readily
available as the statute itself.”


When that order is, in turn, incomprehensible without reference to an outside document, the
situation that required the birth of the Federal Register has been recreated.


That the federal regulation must in itself permit comprehension of its obligations has been
understood from the outset of incorporation practice.  Sean Croston reminds us at the outset of
his comments  that28


It was never intended to be sufficient for agencies to simply announce “the location” of
their incorporated material.  Rather, they must also provide sufficient information
regarding the “scope of these materials” for the informational benefit of “the public.” 
With respect to the standard of sufficiency for information regarding the scope of this
incorporated material, the Attorney General’s Memorandum on the Public Information
Section of the Administrative Procedure Act (1967) explained that “material incorporated
must be set forth substantially in its entirety . . .  and not merely summarized or printed as
a synopsis.”


Although the enactment of the NTTAA and issuance of OMB Circular A-119 stressed the
importance of governmental reliance on SDO “technical standards,” they go no further than that. 
“Technical standards,” as already remarked, indicate the means – sufficient or necessary – of
meeting regulatory obligations that are independently and adequately stated.  Legislators and
administrators alike were emphatic that they must be a supplement to, not a substitute for,
regulations.   No legal system of which we are aware permits fundamental regulatory29


obligations to be created by private organizations and then to be held behind the wall of
copyright.  The NTTAA and Circular A-119 hardly authorize the remarkable step the Office now
proposes to take, back into the world of hidden law its creation was intended to end.  Whatever
its approach to “technical standards,” OFR must assure free public access to information
adequate to permit full public understanding of the legal requirements imposed by
“regulations.”30


       N. 25 above.27


       N. 5 above.28


       N. 19 above.29


       The rules of OSHA illustrate the difference between technical standards and regulations.  According to 29 C.F.R.30


1926.200(c)(2),(3), which governs the paint colors to be used in workplace caution signs:


(2) Caution signs shall have yellow as the predominating color; black upper panel and borders: yellow lettering of “caution”
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III. Permitting the incorporation by reference of standards whose essential requirements
are not conveyed by the regulation incorporating them is objectionable as a matter of
policy, for the temptations it would present to agencies to defeat the public rulemaking for
which agencies are responsible, and the public knowledge of legal obligation that is the
Office of the Federal Register’s raison d’etre. 


Agencies and not the OFR are responsible for the content of their regulations, and agency
drafters, anticipating the possibility of judicial review, must be careful to assure the adequacy of
their regulatory texts.  Nonetheless, sound OFR requirements for permitting incorporations ought
not tempt agencies away from that need for adequacy.  A statement in Part 51 that
incorporations, to be approved, should establish that the matter to be incorporated is a technical
standard demonstrably supplementing regulatory obligations stated with sufficient detail to
apprise the public of their essential requirements, and not a regulation,  would, in itself,31


properly define the limits of permissible incorporation and in doing so arm both drafters and
reviewing courts.  Making clear the need for specificity, rather than suggesting as its proposal
does, that incorporation might be used as a substitute for regulation, will produce appropriate
texts without any need for review beyond the point of seeing that regulatory requirements have
been independently stated.  And that will serve OFR’s fundamental mission to create the
conditions that keep the public aware of the law governing their conduct. 


Awareness of the temptations agencies already face to rely excessively on incorporations by
reference supports this approach.  Rulemaking is expensive and agency resources are
increasingly hampered by the realities of government fiscal constraints.  That produces a


on the black panel; and the lower yellow panel for additional sign wording. Black lettering shall be used for additional wording.


(3) Standard color of the background shall be yellow; and the panel, black with yellow letters. Any letters used against the
yellow background shall be black. The colors shall be those of opaque glossy samples as specified in Table 1 of American
National Standard Z53.1-1967.


This text very clearly states one’s regulatory obligation in terms anyone interested in the matter could understand, even if “opaque
glossy” yellow and black are then defined by an ANSI technical standard incorporated by reference.  Paint manufacturers like
Benjamin Moore, Glidden, etc., are all unimpeded in marking their paint cans as compliant with the ANSI Standard; for them, any
cost of learning it is trivial in relation to their business.  The public generally is well informed by knowledge that a warning sign must
have a glossy black upper panel with the word “CAUTION” on it in glossy yellow, and a lower panel of explanation in glossy black
letters on a glossy yellow surface with a glossy black border.  If people think fuschia and persimmon would be more effective colors,
they can comment on that and advance data to support their view without having to know exactly how those colors would be defined. 


29 C.F.R.  1910.110(b)(3)(i), which creates obligations governing the safety of certain propane tanks, is not a technical standard
in this supplementary sense, but  a regulation.  In its entirety, it regulation states


1910.110. Storage and handling of liquefied petroleum gases …


(b)(3) Requirements for construction and original test of containers.


(i) Containers used with systems embodied in paragraphs (d), (e), (g), and (h) of this section, except as provided in
paragraphs (e)(3)(iii) and (g)(2)(i) of this section, shall be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the Rules
for Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels, section VIII, Division 1, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1968 edition, which is incorporated by reference as specified in §1910.6.


Putting aside for the moment that the standard dates from 1968 (ASME's two most recent versions of it were adopted in 2010 and
2013, respectively, reflecting its three year cycle of revision), no one could understand this standard's regulatory requirements without
having access to the standard itself.  Section 1910.110(b)(3(i)) is outside the contemplation of 5 U.S.C. §552(a)(1), the NTTAA,
Circular A-119, and the current provisions of Part 51. If now proposed as a new rule, it would fail to meet the requirements of 5
U.S.C. §553, as they are currently understood. 


       Id.31
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temptation for agencies to use incorporation by reference to achieve results that could not
possibly be characterized as adopting technical standards – as when the Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration relies on the industrially oriented American Petroleum Institute
to develop standards for warning citizens about the hazards of pipelines,  or on the Pipeline32


Construction Council to develop standards for permissible corrosion levels (as distinct, say, from
an engineering SDO’s specification of proper methods for detecting corrosion levels) in oil or
gas transmission pipelines. Both these issues have great significance to anyone living in the
vicinity of a pipeline, as recent events have amply shown.  Hiding the generation of law
governing them behind private doors is offensive to public policy.  OFR should not be
contributing to this phenomenon by permitting incorporation of any privately developed standard
simply because its effect would be to reduce the number of printed Federal Register pages.  That
agencies must pay OFR for every page they publish only adds to this unfortunate temptation.


IV. The Office of the Federal Register should require more than mere preambular
discussion of agency efforts to make the text and underlying data of standards proposed to
be incorporated available to the public. 


OFR is to be commended for proposing to extend Part 51's concern, responsive to
Administrative Conference recommendations, to Notices of Proposed Rulemaking as well as
final rulemaking, and its means of doing so – returning those notices to agencies unpublished if
they do not meet the stated requirements – is imaginative and appropriate.  As the requirements
are stated in the proposal, however, they are insufficient to assure agency compliance with
governing administrative law setting standards for the notice-and-comment process.  Of course it
is for the agencies to comply, not OFR, and any risks they may take by failing to meet those
standards are their own.  Nonetheless, what OFR asks for in a notice of proposed rulemaking
should properly reflect these well-established standards, seeking not simply a discussion of
efforts, but an indication of awareness and compliance with these standards. Two are prominent.


First, courts have made clear that an agency’s notice of proposed rulemaking published in the
Federal Register must be adequate in and of itself to facilitate a meaningful opportunity to
comment.  5 U.S.C. §553(b)(3); Long Island Care at Home v. Coke 551 U.S. 158, 174 (2007)
(“The object [of §553(b)], in short, is one of fair notice.”).  Under the leadership of ANSI,
SDO’s are increasingly and commendably making standards that are proposed for incorporation
by reference available for free public access.  The revised Part 51 should provide that if the
proposal does not indicate this possibility, the proposal itself (like the eventual published rule)
must contain sufficient information – a detailed abstract, say, as is required in the EU context –
to arm the comment process.


Second, data and studies on which the agency may rely must be available for public
consideration during the comment process.  For forty years now, it has been established that “it
is not consonant with the purpose of a rulemaking proceeding to promulgate rules on the basis of
inadequate data, or on data that[, to a] critical degree, is known only to the agency.  Portland
Cement Ass’n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 393 (D.C. Cir. 1973).  When agencies themselves
conduct the rulemaking, they easily meet this requirement by posting this material to the public


       It was API’s refusal to share this text with an inquiring House Committee without payment of a four-figure access fee that32


catalyzed the enactment of a statute requiring PHMSA to assure free public access to all its incorporated standards.  
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FDMS docket.   When they rely on SDO standards, they may themselves be aware of this33


material through the agency participation NTTAA encourages in SDO processes. That does not,
however, provide it to the public for their comment.  SDO’s limited notice and “pay to play”
practices governing participation in their consensus-building processes make those processes no
substitute.  Some SDOs – as, for example, the North American Energy Standards Board in its
dealings with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission – already transmit their proceedings to
an agency considering the incorporation of one of their standards.  OFR’s indication of the
material to be included in a proposal preamble should include specification of the means by
which would-be commenters can gain access to the studies and data on which the standard
proposed to be incorporated has been based.


V. In failing to acknowledge in the preamble to its proposed rule the difference between the
cost of subscribing to an information source and the cost of acquiring access to a single
incorporated standard under possibly stringent use conditions, the Office of the Federal
Register repudiates its central mission and responsibility to assure public access to law.


In its rulemaking proposal, OFR’s preambular response to objections to requiring the public
to pay SDOs the prices they set for access to incorporated standards, on such terms of use as they
may set, is to point to the cost of subscribing to the Federal Register and to the GPO Electronic
Information Enhancement Act, 44 USC 4102.  But these costs are analogs to the subscription
charges for private reporting services such as CCH, that Congress in enacting Section 552
anticipated would be the place where the public could find incorporated material.  Subscription
charges for CCH, the Federal Register or electronic access to GPO’s resources are general, not
specific.  They do not vary with particular matters accessed, and they permit essentially
unrestricted use of material found, once it has been accessed.  Moreover, federal law requires
fully free access to the Federal Register and the CFR  at the approximately 1,250 government
depository libraries across the nation and access is also free in the libraries that subscribe once
one is in the door.  The price the GPO is permitted to charge for electronic access to its resources
-- the only access that, in practice, is now required -- is limited to “the incremental cost of
dissemination,” a very small, possibly negligible, charge per user in the information age.   34


With the development of the Internet, access to government legal resources has been
expanded to every computer, and the government has come under a legal obligation to make all
law -- even “soft law” that may affect a member of the public, 5 U.S.C. §552(a)(2) -- on line. In
light of the Internet’s unlimited ability to disseminate information and the ubiquity of Web-
enabled devices, “reasonably available” with respect to the law must now be understood to mean
available with no more than the minimal cost or effort required to travel to a public or
government depository library to use the library’s free public access to the Internet.  Nor is it
surprising that the GPO has elected not to impose any costs at all; the administrative costs of


       See, for example FDMS docket OSHA-2010-0034, Occupational Exposure to Crystalline Silica, which on Janaury 23, 201433


listed 1729 items of “supporting and related material” as well as 274 “public submissions.”  The former, in general, are precisely the
kind of materials Portland Cement requires to be available.  


        See Bruce R. Kingma, The Costs of Print, Fiche, and Digital Access: The Early Canadiana Online Project, D-Lib Magazine,34


Feb. 2000 (“In theory, once the fixed costs of digitization are incurred there is a zero marginal cost of providing an additional
copy.”)(available at http://www.dlib.org/dlib/february00/kingma/02kingma.html) (last visited Oct. 28, 2013).  Once servers are set
up, the marginal cost associated with adding an additional user approaches zero
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collecting any payments are higher than the GPO is authorized to charge    These statutes, then,35


cannot be taken to endorse the variable charges private organizations impose for single access to
particular standards, under tightly controlled conditions of use -- substantial charges, that in the
best of circumstances may reflect the costs of standards development but that, once a revised
standard has been adopted by the standards organization, can only be thought a monopoly price
for law.36


No federal statute authorizes SDOs to charge individual prices for individual access under
controlled conditions to standards given the force of law.  Section 552 is silent on this and, as
indicated, was enacted under the expectation that standards would be commercially published by
subscription services, not held for individual sale.  Although the National Technology Transfer
and Advancement Act of 1995 clearly encourages federal agencies to use “technical standards”
developed by “voluntary consensus standards bodies,” it does not mention, let alone validate, the
practice of charging the public for access to read standards that an agency has chosen to adopt as
binding law.   OMB Circular A-119 is neither “law” nor binding upon agencies, and it does not37


speak to SDO charges in any event.  Its encouragement to respect copyright could readily be
interpreted to authorize agency payments to SDOs for permission to republish the standards. 
And when “technical standards” that have been converted into legal obligations cease to be the
voluntary consensus standards they initially were, because the adopting SDO has revised them,
their price ceases in any sense to be subject to market controls.  It becomes a price solely for
“law.”  


If one were to assume that standards organizations could lawfully charge for individual
access to standards incorporated as legal obligations, surely the price set for access and some
consideration of the terms of access would be a necessary element to a determination whether a
standard is “reasonably available,” OFR’s direct responsibility to determine under §552(a).  One
might well expect that, as in Europe,  special provision would be made for the situation of small38


and medium sized enterprises, for which price could be a major obstacle to availability.   Yet39


the proposed regulation, like Part 51 currently, is completely indifferent to the price an SDO may
charge for access or the terms on which it may offer it, either at the moment of incorporation or
thereafter.  Simply to assume that the behavior of a monopolist will meet the test of reasonable
availability is to turn a blind eye to the Director’s responsibility under Section 552.   If the40


Office takes the position that prices may be charged, it cannot make the finding of reasonable


        See National Academy of Public Administration, Rebooting the Government Printing Office 37 (Jan. 2013), available35


at http://www.napawash.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/G.PO-Final.pdf (last visited Oct. 2, 2013)(noting that GPO elected not to
charge users for access to digital content because “administrative costs of collecting payments were higher than what GPO could


charge”).  


        See n. 13 above.36


        National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, sec. 272, Pub. L. 104-113 (1996), codified at 15 U.S.C. 27237


note (2012).  The statute also says nothing about copyright.


       See text at n. 9 above.38


       Nn. 10 and  15 above. 39


       N. 13 above.40
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availability that is its responsibility alone, without taking steps to assure itself of the
reasonableness of those prices.  Of course this would complicate matters for a small agency
lacking resources; but that complication is a necessary implication of accepting (as we believe
unnecessary and indeed illegal) that SDOs may thus control access to binding law.  The way past
it is to require that all text converted into legal obligation by incorporation by reference be freely
available to the public.
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